CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
May 2020
News and Updates
Special Board Meeting
A special meeting of the Board of Trustees was held via Zoom online on May 6 to review the
library’s proposed reopening plan. The minutes of that meeting are included in the packet. The
board agreed by consensus that the plan should be implemented as presented. It was also
noted that the CEO will confer with the Board if there are significant changes in the status and
progression of the COVID-19 virus in Shawnee County per the Shawnee County Health
Department (SCHD) over the next several weeks.

TSCPL COVID-19 Reopen Plan
The plan, with an introduction I wrote, has been posted on the library’s website and through
our social media channels. It has been viewed thousands of times, which assures us that the
word is getting out and is being shared by library users and interested community members. So
far, all comments we’ve received have been positive and encouraging. People value and miss
the library. They also appreciate our measured approach and care for public and employees’
health and safety. https://tscpl.org/plan
Information about COVID-19 symptom awareness and self-monitoring, staff safety procedures
for masks and gloves, and proper hygiene have been added to the TSCPL intranet. Staff will be
required to review all this information and complete a brief questionnaire and
acknowledgement prior to returning to work in the building.

Broadband and WI-FI
Our focus on access to broadband continues and the library’s support of areas in our
community lacking internet access. A second bookmobile has been deployed to act as a hot
spot in the Montara neighborhood in the parking lot of the Velma Paris Community Center.
TSCPL has received some high-profile national attention for providing parking lot and
bookmobile hot spot access to Wi-Fi. After working and advocating for universal broadband for
over 20 years, with limited success, I’m going to count being quoted in the New York Times as a
win. I really hope state and local officials in Kansas and the rest of the country are waking up to
the need to take responsibility for community-based planning and allocating resources to
ensure that everyone has broadband.
I was interviewed for this piece by New York Times reporter Cecilia Kang, who covers
technology and regulatory policy out of Washington.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/05/technology/parking-lots-wifi-coronavirus.html
The article was picked up by the Associated Press, so it also appeared in the Washington Post
and Baltimore Sun and it’s still showing up in Google alerts. While this is gratifying and makes
for good press, the tactics we’re using to deploy broadband are stopgaps, not solutions.
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It has become obvious that the COVID-19 crisis is shining a spotlight on the flaws we have in
our broadband infrastructure and on our failure to make the investments that should have
been made for equitable access to what should be a basic utility, like water or electricity.
As someone whose been on the front lines of broadband advocacy for a long time, I’m realistic
but I’m also an optimist.
There are some signs that Congress, state legislatures, and local governments are realizing that
we have to take a different approach to broadband infrastructure. To have a competitive
economy, quality education, medical care, public safety, and access to public library resources,
we must have the ability to communicate from anywhere to anyone.
Our communities must have plans that include broadband as an essential service and work with
providers to ensure that everyone has real* broadband, not just those who live in certain areas
or who are affluent enough to afford it. It’s also important that decision makers distinguish
between the provider’s business plans and a plan based on community needs. They should
work together, but communities must set service standards and invest when there is no
financial incentive for a broadband provider to do so.
*Real meaning it meets the Federal Communication Commission’s (FCC) definition of 25 mbps

down and 3 mbps up. Here is the FCC’s Broadband Speed Guide.
https://www.fcc.gov/consumers/guides/broadband-speed-guide
Note: this standard is significantly less than many Internet users have now.

Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library (DPIL)
Great news!!
As of May 13, there are 5,672 children registered, or 52% of those eligible. This is an increase of
121 children from April. As of April 8, there were 5,551 children registered and 2,404 graduates.
There has been no interruption of service for this program. The Dollywood Foundation, which
administers DPIL, has continued to operate throughout the COVID-19 crisis including mailing
the books and billing participating communities for the books and postage costs.

Agenda Items
Library Operations
As you’ll see from the agenda, a significant amount of the agenda is devoted to reports from
staff in charge of the services, collections, and programs that will be activated in Phases 1 – 2 of
the Re-open Plan. Since we are not operating with “business as usual,” I want to be sure that
trustees are informed about how we are implementing the plan and are aware of the thought
and strategy that has gone in to reactivating priority services.
Bid for Hearing Aid Building Demolition
We are back on track to demo the hearing aid building on the west side of our 1001 Garfield
Avenue property. There are no abatement issues associated with this building and the demo
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should be straightforward. I’m pleased to be moving forward on our 2020 to do list and taking
the actions necessary to make this property a credit to the library and the neighborhood.
Please see the resolution and bid sheet for background, fiscal note and bid summaries.
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Topeka School District (USD 501)
We are entering the second year of this MOU with the Topeka School District.
Changes:
- The title of the program was updated to its current name TSCPL@School.
- Under Term: The first year of the MOU required an annual review and approval by both
boards. Note that has now been changed to say that the agreement will be renewed
automatically unless either party sends written notice to the contrary.
- Under Confidentiality: This was added at the request of the school district. “…to
destroy all personally identifiable information when it is no longer needed for the
purposes of providing services pursuant to this Agreement. “

In Process
New Library Website
We continue to work with Imagemakers of Wamego, KS on the development of the library’s
new website. It’s exciting to work with professionals whose technical and design skills are
exceptional and who understand the library and its relationship with the community.
Based on the discussions we’ve had and the work done so far, I’m confident that this new
website will be even more user friendly and provide a level of access to services, collections,
and programs that we’ve not been able to achieve. It also has the potential to be a gold
standard for public libraries.
There will also be a focus on key performance indicators that will give us better picture of how
we are engaging library users and if the tactics being used are working to attract more online
visitors. This project seems particularly prescient (and alliterative) now with the move to online
services and our commitment to continue that after we have resumed services from our
physical facilities.
Preparation for Phases 2 - 3 of Reopen Plan
Communications and Marketing Director Diana Friend and I have also been working with the
Imagemakers team to assist us with messaging and information for the public.
As we begin Phase 2 with our new curbside delivery, we are asking many more library users to
utilize the reserves system—currently, 13% of library users currently place reserves. We want to
be sure that all staff are delivering clear and consistent information about these changes and
safety requirements, and that our customers will be confident in using their library virtually or
in the building.
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Professional Activities/Community Contacts
April 13
Meeting with Kansas Volunteer Commission
Library Foundation Finance Committee meeting
April 15
Library Foundation Board meeting
April 16
712 Innovations Management Committee meeting
TSCPL Board meeting
April 17
Lyrasis Board meeting
April 21
Meeting with Kansas Children’s Discovery Center CEO
April 23
Attended YWCA of NE Kansas Board meeting
May 1
Meeting with Crosby Kemper, Dir. of the Institute of Museum and Library Svcs.
Attended TSCPL All Staff meeting
May 6
Special TSCPL Board of Trustees meeting
May 8
Meeting with Stan Adams, Broadband Development, KS Dept. of Commerce
May 11
TSCPL Board Executive Committee meeting agenda review
May 12
TSCPL Friends Board meeting
May 13
YWCA of NE Kansas Board orientation
May 15
Meeting with representatives of the Greater Topeka Partnership
Gina Millsap
Chief Executive Officer
Topeka and Shawnee County Public Library

5/13/20

Chief of Staff Report
Thad Hartman
May 21, 2020
Planning for re-opening
Over the past few weeks we have been focused on finalizing the details of the library re-open plan.
The most pressing issues are related to phases 1 and 2 which revolve around the handling of
materials.
Paul Brennan, Ruth Rodden, and Kelli Smith have taken the lead on the major aspects of these
phases and have done an amazing job of getting everything organized. Accepting returns is not as
simple as just re-opening the book drops. When the library closed, we made a lot of changes to the
software we use to manage all our item and customer records. These changes were necessary so that
our customers did not get overdue notices, accrue fees, or place reserves while we were closed. All
these changes had to be reversed, which is a complicated task.
In addition to this, there was a great deal of setup needed to prepare for curbside pickup.
We had
to adjust the software so that when an item comes in for a customer, that customer receives the
proper notification. Essentially this meant creating a library “branch” in the software so that
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reserves that would normally be routed to a Bookmobile stop, the main library, or other locations,
would instead go to curbside pickup. This also had to be done in a way that would allow us to use
curbside pickup as the sole method of picking up reserves for a few weeks and then adding back in
the other locations in June.
Database Administrator Shannon Eddings has done yeoman’s work to identify all the changes
needed to make this new process work with our library software. It’s taken a significant amount of
time, analysis, and required an in-depth knowledge of the system. We are very appreciative of the
work she has done to get us ready for phases 1 and 2.
Ruth, Paul, and Kelli have been scheduling staff and developing the procedures for phases 1 and 2.
Management staff will be performing the majority of these tasks during the first week of each of
these phases test and fine tune them. We are all excited to get back into the library and start the
process of re-opening the library.
Restrooms
Next month we plan to bring bids to the board meeting for restroom renovations. We have discussed
this project at previous meetings including the budget workshop. This project will be focused on
updating the restroom finishes and fixtures and creating more family and gender-neutral restrooms.
It will also include the addition of a nursing room for new mothers next to the restrooms in the Kids
Library.
The design focus of this project has been on improving hygiene, ease of cleaning, and reducing the
number of touchpoints in the restrooms. One improvement will be changing out the tile for poured
flooring. This eliminates grout lines which is the most difficult part of the floor to keep clean. The
sinks will be trough-style, which will eliminate the pools of water that are commonplace on the
current countertops and that seep onto the floor, creating slip and fall hazards. The sinks will also
have built-in hand dryers and UV light which should increase hygiene for customers and reduce
paper towel use and water on the floor.
This will also allow us to reclaim space along the hallway outside of the café and the atrium that
will create space for a single occupancy restroom in each location. These restrooms will be for
parents with small children, adult caregivers, or anyone who prefers more privacy.
We have also been able to make room for a mother’s room in the Kids Library. This will be a space
for breastfeeding mothers who wish to nurse or pump in a private location. This mothers room and
the family restrooms are improvements library customers have requested since the building opened
in 2001. These are changes that will make a significant difference for customers and will enable the
library to maintain more rigorous hygiene standards, something that has become essential with the
COVID-19 crisis.
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Additional family restroom along west hallway near the
café.

Example of new restroom design
with poured, grout-less floors,
large-tile walls, and trough-style
sinks.

Additional family restroom near atrium and
example of new sinks with built-in hand dryer
and UV light.

New mother’s room next to the restrooms in the Kids Library
and a design example.

Department Highlights
Public Services
Marie Pyko, Public Services Director
The Public Services Division continued to focus on customer service support, pre-recorded and live
online programs, and a refocus on our information response to community needs due to the COVID
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19 crisis. Examples of these projects and work are shared in reports from public services
supervisors Debbie Stanton and Autumn Friedli and youth services supervisor LeAnn Brungardt.
Our staff have learned new skills and developed strong online personas as they look for ways to
engage customers with literacy and learning opportunities. Sherri Camp and her genealogy and
teaching skills are perfectly showcased in a Zoom class. Lissa Staley and her comfort and ease at
drawing out meaningful conversation and deliberation transitioned beautifully to an online platform.
Lastly, if you have not had a chance to see Kyler Carpenter as he focuses on kindergarten readiness
indicators like sight word reading and rhyming, with his music and a Southern drawl, visit the
library’s Facebook page. There’s reason Kyler is a rock star for the preschool set of Topeka and
Shawnee County.
In addition to planning and oversight of these initiatives, as part of my community engagement and
partnership responsibilities, I have served on the COVID 19 Community Response Team, the
Campaign for Grade Level Reading partnership, and continued growing our partnerships with USD
501 and the Kansas Children’s Discovery Center.
COVID 19 Response Team
The COVID 19 Response Team provides an opportunity for partners throughout the community to
rapidly respond to current needs. While a large percentage of the problem-solving focuses on food
availability, there have been several opportunities to share what resources the library has available
and/or build a new partnership. Many of the partners were not aware of our information services
through text, chat and phone and have been sharing them with their clients.
Campaign for Grade Level Reading
The Campaign for Grade Level Reading collaboration is a community wide team focused on
helping children meet school achievement. While we are actively involved throughout the year,
the summer is when we really step up our work. Working closely with a smaller team focused on
summer meals and summer slide, we have designed a summer long program together. We will be
taking our summer reading resources on the road to the lunch sites. Currently USD 501 will host
12-16 sites for an eight-week program beginning in June. On Fridays, we will visit each lunch site
and provide resources and books for children and families. Chris Wagner of USD 501 has shared
that on average they see 1500 families daily, so we know this is a great way to meet families where
they are.
USD 501
I have met virtually with assistant superintendent of teaching & learning Billie Wallace of USD 501
to continue to work on our TSCPL@School collaboration. We are very pleased that the district
administration continues its commitment to our partnership. Billie shared “now more than ever, our
partnership is essential for our students.” She says her librarians and teachers are already thinking
about how to incorporate within the classroom curriculum how to use the digital library card. This is
a very exciting step to ensure success of our project and help with all our students school
success. We are reviewing our agreement and it is in the packet for the annual review and approval
as required in the MOU.
Kansas Children’s Discovery Center
Building on the very successful relationship of our passport and Discovery on the Go programs, we
met with executive director Dene’ Mosier to grow our partnership. In addition to summer programs,
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we are exploring ways to develop exhibits together and apply for grant opportunities. The KCDC’s
early education program and STEM expertise matched with our early literacy program
and information literacy expertise make our partnership an important asset for both organizations.
Public Services
Autumn Friedli, Public Services Supervisor – Readers Services
TopCity Reads
In an effort to bring readers together even though we are still apart, the Readers Team librarians
created TopCity Reads. For May, June, and July, we are selecting one book available widely on our
digital platforms for our community to read with us. We will engage with our community of readers
on Facebook, with new posts specifically about the book on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays.
For the month of May, we chose a family themed book, The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. We kicked
the month off with a video from beloved Washburn professor Tom Averill telling readers why they
should read (or reread) this classic book. Later this month, Tom will be recording a Q&A with
librarian Deb Ellerbrook that digs deeper into the themes and storyline of book. On May 28th,
Ellerbrook will be hosting a Zoom book discussion for all who wish to discuss the book.
We will select a different book for June and July. The June title will be announced near the end of
May. While this is geared mainly to adults, we wanted the first month to be a family choice since
many families are still at home together. June and July books will be more adult focused.
But wait…. there’s more! We also created the TopCity Reads Together Facebook Group. In this
group, we delve a little deeper into stories we are reading each month – but also share all things
BOOKS! We would love for you to join us reading The Wonderful Wizard of Oz, check out our
Facebook posts, and join TopCity Reads Together!
Real Time RA on Facebook and Twitter
We have continued Real Time Readers Advisory on Facebook (Wednesday nights 7-9) and Twitter
(Friday nights from 7-9). During these times, readers ask librarians what they should read next. The
librarians offer several suggestions that are available as eBooks so readers can read them even while
our building is closed. Readers librarian Miranda Ericsson leads the charge on Facebook and digital
librarian Amber Bonnett hosts the Twitter events. Amber has been known to persuade local
celebrities and well-known authors to join in on her Twitter events.
Public Services
Debbie Stanton, Public Services Supervisor – Information and Learning
The Information and Learning Team has been adapting well to the virtual environment and our
customers' changing needs. Our librarians have been helping answer questions in real-time by
taking shifts responding to text, voicemail, chat and emails.
Job Help
The Jobs Team with Business and Careers Librarian Meredith Snepp as the lead have been offering
daily office hours for job seekers. They've created a "Jobs Now" page on the website to assist
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people looking for work locally: https://tscpl.org/research/jobs-careers. The services have been
pushed out by Communications & Marketing and local media outlets.
Civic Engagement
Community connections librarian Lissa Staley has hosted several virtual Deliberative Conversations
focused on healthcare costs. We have received positive feedback from participants and look forward
to continuing to offer online programming with this focus. Lissa also created the Community
Covid-19 Information page on the website to direct customers to the most updated local
information: https://tscpl.org/health/coronavirus-information-resources.
Gallery
The virtual summer exhibit is now live on our website: https://tscpl.org/gallery/story-worlds. This
summer we are taking our visitors on adventures and quests! We have created four story worlds for
exploring: Ocean, Castle, Mountain and City. Each world includes a digital storybook, MadLibs,
and activities highlighting art and storytelling. These will be released throughout the summer.
Youth Services
LeAnn Brungardt, Youth Services Supervisor
The building may be closed but staff are still hard at work. Currently, 21 of 23 staff in the
department are doing some sort of work from home. The two that are not, do not have internet
access, but are able to keep up with communications.
1,000 Books Before Kindergarten
Infant-Preschool Librarian Luanne Webb has been working with various teams to develop a plan
for starting the 1,000 Books Before Kindergarten Initiative at TSCPL. Implementation will begin in
September and will roll out in three phases. The initial phase will look familiar to customers. It will
be an ongoing reading incentive program that supports our youngest readers. Rewards will be
given out for every 100 books read and culminates with a bookbag and book. All rewards have
been selected with Every Child Ready to Read/Kindergarten Readiness in mind.
While the program will be run through our online reading service Beanstack, we will have a
printable option for those who want to track progress on paper. If a family makes it beyond 1,000,
they will earn additional books for every additional 1,000. Quarterly celebrations will be held to
acknowledge participant milestones and to keep the initiative top of mind in the community.
We anticipate these being in the style of Family Place Library. This means that stations for varied
play experiences and partnering early learning agencies will be available. We will need
to modify our initial plan in case we are social distancing when these come around. In addition to
being just plain fun, these get togethers will also provide opportunities to sign families up for
library cards and Dolly Parton’s Imagination Library. We will also be able to promote other library
services for this age group as well.
Phase two planning will start this fall. We will be developing collections to support families in
reaching the goal. This may include modifying and improving services like Book Bundles and
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Reading Chests. Phase three planning will start next spring. We will be looking at how to
support at home daycares, centers and preschools in completing the initiative with children in
their care.
Virtual Parent Support Group
Early learning coordinator Sherry Hess is developing a plan for a regularly scheduled, live, virtual
parent support forum. Our rationale for investigating this is twofold. First,
parenting is hard. Second, it just got harder with COVID-19 and a reduction in quality, affordable
daycare. Part of early learning programs and the Learn and Play Bus service are opportunities for
grownups to talk out frustrations, cheer successes, and share tips and
tricks of child rearing. Early childhood can be an isolating time for many and during the COVID
pandemic, more so. Not only that but some families have more bonding time than before,
and that can be daunting.
We are anticipating incorporating partners as we have previously. Doing so puts experts in the
room, increases community awareness of resources, and makes referral easy for those who need
it. Assuming partner availability, we hope to start these in mid-June. If successful, this should
extend our reach. We will also then investigate doing a separate series for other ages/stages of
parenting and niche groups like dads, grandparents, single parents, and teen parents.
Dial-a-story
Sherry Hess noted that she had seen dial-a-story opportunities on websites of other libraries. Since
that time, we have investigated those more thoroughly, determined whether our phone
system would allow for this service, and attended a webinar on how one
library system operates theirs. We are finalizing how to move forward. As a part of their upcoming
work, staff without WiFi will be perfect to get us started. One is an Outreach storyteller and the
other is bilingual in English and Spanish. This service will allow us to increase story options for
families so that we can better meet people where they are. This may also become a way to utilize
volunteers.
Cranking out content
In addition to these projects, staff are developing web content for Stories & Crafts, Musical
Storytime, Readapalooza, teen summer programs, parent tips, social media spots and more. We
are also taking part in chat service, live virtual programs, and planning the implementation of the
first phase of re-opening. As the community response to COVID changes, we are maintaining
contact with schools, summer camps, and outreach sites so that we can be responsive as
opportunity arises.
Staff are also taking advantage of trainings regularly, not to mention the hands-on learning
happening as we are adjusting to telecommuting.
Despite so much of our current operations being in foreign formats, Youth Services has rallied to
figure it out. That is part of what I admire in this group of people. We are working through thick
and thin together.
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Success Story
Despite limited direct contact with customers, I still have an impact story to pass along that came
from Sherry Hess:
“When the Learn and Play Bus service began, we met a family, a grandmother, grandfather, and
their twin granddaughters. The grandparents were not users of the library; but they had heard
about the bus and were curious to see it. The family became regulars on the vehicle, and they
became regular library users. They utilized materials and attended programs like Toddler Time I
and II, Musical Storytime, and special events.
Recently, the grandmother reached out via email. She stated, “We miss the library tremendously!
The wonderful staff and the programs. The twins are into the 5th week of Miss Humblebee’s Pre-K
program. Working out very well and Jane and Jenn look forward to school as they refer to it each
morning. So glad we are on board. We recently viewed Kyler’s wonderful stories and musical
stories. Chuckles this morning from both Jane and Jenn when we listened to Kyler read Mo
Williams’ book. Love it!’”
The grandmother included a developmental question. Sherry responded to it, and they shared an
additional exchange that praised other staff and another library experience. It was lovely to have
this exchange to mention. In an online environment, the audience is there registering as hits on
the website, but it is somewhat faceless. It was nice to know customers have found us,
are enjoying interacting with us in this way too, and are seeing value in the experiences we are
promoting and presenting.
Collections
Paul Brennan, Collections Director
Work in Circulation has been focused primarily on creating a curbside delivery service for
customers that allows access to materials during the period the building is closed to the public. All
the management team has contributed to the work and we feel confident that we will be ready for
the proposed kick-off set for Tuesday May 26th. Kudos to the entire team for handling all the pieces
we needed to assemble to make this happen, particularly Kelli Smith and Ruth Rodden for
organizing Circulation to handle this brand-new service delivery option.
Technical Services is working to relocate to their newly remodeled space on the Lower Level. The
space has been transformed to be an efficient and pleasant work environment. Scarlett FisherHerreman and her team have really stepped up to accelerate the move. Since the old Technical
Services workroom has been designated as critical to reopening the building in June, that work has
been especially important. I appreciate all the work that continues unabated to keep new digital
materials coming to satisfy the increased demands over the past several weeks. I look forward to
getting physical materials going again so that we can reach everyone in the best way possible and I
know Technical Services will be ready when the time comes.
Collections
Scarlett Fisher-Herreman, Technical Services and Collection Development Manager
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Technical Services staff have been engaged in preparations for our move to our new workspace
located on the lower level of the building. Work is nearly complete on the space and it is beautiful!
We are in the process of packing up individual desks and our departmental supplies. Digital
Services is moving computers and staff will then officially move to their new workspaces. We plan
to begin receiving new materials from our vendors the week of May 24th and ordering new materials
again on May 29th. As we have over 2 months of physical orders to catch up on, we will be
employing a staged approach to the ordering.
All items currently sitting in warehouses that are ready for us will be shipped first. The selectors
have been carting up physical materials at our vendor websites in preparation for ordering
throughout our entire time of closure. We will begin with ordering the most recently created carts
first along with the oldest carts. We will continue to order the newest carts each week and work
back through carts created during the closure until the gap is closed.
I am fully committed to following a LEAN workflow throughout our restart process. The tools we
learned during our work with LEAN library consultant John Huber will help us rise to the
challenge. While we know we will have some large orders coming in, we can order materials in a
way that minimizes having a mountain of boxes show up at once. This will allow Technical
Services staff to fluidly move the materials through the department and into the hands of customers.
It is going to be a challenge, but I am looking forward to it. I know we can do it!
Our new space is beautiful. There is an outer corridor room leading into the office space. We will
manage unpacking and organizing new materials in this space. It is also the primary storage area for
extra cases and other supplies related to materials processing. In the office space, each Tech
Services staff member has their own individual workspace. The cubicles are organized into 3 groups
that align with the major divisions of work within the department. The selectors are grouped
together at the east end of the room, catalogers in the middle, processors near the corridor with the
incoming materials, and acquisitions near my office. This organization is in alignment with LEAN
principles and I think it will facilitate a good flow of materials through the department. We are
excited and ready for this new chapter in our new space. Bring on the books!

Outer Corridor for
Unpacking and Storage

Office space. Individual cubicles
for each staff member. Half of the
team has opted for standing
workstations.
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Team meeting space and
Scarlett’s office

Circulation
Ruth Rodden, Circulation Supervisor
Getting Ready to Open – One Step at a Time
We have been working in Circulation to safely start to re-open circulating our materials.
This includes allowing customers to return books and other materials. During phase 1, the public
will be returning materials, but not yet checking materials out. We must quarantine the returned
materials and designate locations to shelve materials once our regular shelving is full. We are
repurposing existing shelving for both quarantine and overflow storage.
Another task we are working on is to prepare materials that were requested by customers but not yet
checked out to customers when we closed. Our curbside delivery plan took a lot of planning to
determine how to process the materials for this new pickup site, how to notify the customer of the
availability of their item, and how to safely check out materials and deliver materials to the
customer. Newly returned materials that have been requested by customers will be quarantined for
72 hours.
An additional task we are working on is planning how we work together and continue to practice
social distancing when our work involves close interaction. We are in the process of scheduling
those of us who will be testing our new circulation processes.
We are excited to have our staff come back to work and we know they have missed seeing each
other and our customers. They will be invaluable in making these new processes work and
welcoming our customers as they come to pick up their holds.
Circulation
Kelli Smith, Circulation Supervisor
Circulation-Ready for Phases 1 & 2
As you know, step one of our reopening plan is to start accepting returns. Circulation has been
preparing the circulation workroom and other areas of the library to quarantine returns for 72 hours
and store a large amount of materials that will not fit in their assigned collection area on the main
floor. It is possible 60,000 plus items could be returned to the library in the next few weeks, so we
want to be ready for anything. Here is a summary of where we are so far:
•

Multiple quarantine areas have been designated for hold titles and returned materials

•

Multiple overflow storage areas have been assigned for collections with little space
available

•

All currently held materials are stored in the circulation workroom so they can be
processed next week for Phase 2 curbside service starting May 26
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•

Collections on the public floor have been audited for space availability; we know which
collections may be problematic

•

Additional shelving was added to circulation workroom to increase storage capacity

•

A labeling system was created to keep track of materials entering quarantine and next
available date
o Process for handling physical materials
o Polaris/LEAP catalog also indicates quarantine status (Thanks Shannon Eddings!)

•

New hold location was created in Polaris/LEAP for curbside service (Thanks Shannon
Eddings!)

•

Current TSCPL pickup holds have been changed to TSCPL Curbside so hold notices are not
sent to patrons before their item is available for pickup (Thanks Shannon Eddings!)

•

Items returned in March have been shelved to free up book carts

•

Books carts are being collected from other areas of the library to handle the potential
increase of returns

•

Schedules and instructions for staff are getting finalized

Digital Services
David Lee King, Digital Services Director
Over the past month Digital Services has been focused on the following:
•

Working on RFPs. We just posted the staff laptop RFP and the WIFI upgrade RFP. You
should see both at the June 18 board meeting.

•

Dealing with an Internet outage at the library and working on getting better remote alerts
when there are outages.

•

Working on technology-related parts of our phased reopening. This includes reconfiguring
and moving 100 public computers and setting up curbside pickup stations for staff.

•

Developing a plan for DS to start returning to the building as needed, in sync with our
phased reopening.

•

We are working on boosting our parking lot and bookmobile WIFI signals. The bookmobile
WIFI does not have a strong signal, so we are talking to area schools that have set up
similar temporary WIFI solutions, and to our vendors. The goal is to boost the WIFI signals
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to provide a great WIFI experience outside of a bookmobile, and to get better usage
statistics.
•

We are still helping staff find files, use Zoom, and work remotely. Everyone has different
needs (and different home-based equipment), so this has been challenging.

Communications & Marketing
Diana Friend, Communications & Marketing Director
Sharing our Story Virtually
Internally, our department continues to work remotely following the directives of COVID-19 Team.
We hold a weekly Zoom staff meeting, text, make phone calls as needed to complete our
assignments. Zoom and Office 365 has enabled us to continue working and production, while not at
normal speed, is being accomplished.
Externally, our communication is dependent on digital content using our website and social media
channels, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube and Twitter. The weekly e-newsletter to library
cardholders. We use the OrangeBoy/Savannah platform to create three different versions of the enewsletter with content specifically targeted to a “cluster” demographic.
Library News Data
Robert Soria, our statistical research analyst, reports the last three Library News show we are
keeping our customers engaged even though we have limited services. I also included the article
with the most clicks for each.
•
•
•
•
•
•

April 21 Library News cluster: Bedtime Stories
Open rate - 484/1,369 (35.4%) | Click rate - 107/1,369 (7.8%)
Top story: Keep Calm and Read On reading challenge - 66 clicks
April 21 Library News cluster: Bright Futures
Open rate - 397/1,292 (30.7%) | Click rate - 47/1,292 (3.6%)
Top story: Put on Your Prom Duds - 31
April 21 Library News: Remaining Clusters
Open rate - 9,231/47,423 (19.5%) |Click rate - 591/47,423 (1.2%)
Top story: Keep Calm Read On - 247 clicks
April 28, Library News cluster: Bedtime Stories
Open rate - 307/1,186 (25.9%) | Click rate - 53/1,186 (4.5%)
Top story: Raising Happy Kids - 18 clicks
Library News: Bright Futures
Open rate - 362/1,230 (29.4%) | Click rate - 9/1,230 (.7%)
Top Story: Trivia - 4 clicks
Library News: Remaining Clusters
Open rate - 13,169/47,512 (27.7%) |Click rate - 848/47,512 (1.8%)
Top story: Look Better in Virtual Meetings - 345 clicks
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May 7, 2020
Top Story: www.tscpl.org/plan - 3,997 unique clicks between all three groups
Bedtime Stories: Open rate - 623/1,148 (54.3%) |Click rate - 413/1,148 (36.0%)
Bright Futures: Open rate - 287/1,229 (23.4%) |Click rate - 114/1,229 (9.3%)
Remaining Clusters: Open rate - 9,385/47,473 (19.8%) | Click rate - 3,670/47,473 (7.7%
*Cluster segmentation divides your customer base into groups of individuals that share similar
library usage behavior. Each cluster is based on an individual’s primary use (or dominate use) of the
library. Savannah monitors customer usage behavior through library transactions amassed in the
data warehouse and groups customers based on differences in their behavior. There are 13 total
clusters, and we began segmenting our audience about the time the library closed. We chose these
clusters based on our CIG for every child will be ready for kindergarten. Bedtimes Stories use the
library frequently with children to borrow materials, attend activities and enjoy interactive spaces.
Bright Futures use the library as a destination and access to school and leisure reading materials.
Newsworthy

The library reopening plan has been covered by WIBW-TV, KSNT and the Topeka Capital Journal.
Our Facebook It reached 32,082 people (nearly 7,000 unique views), and on Twitter, it had 421
impressions as of 5/13/20. And few comments:
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Comment on Twitter

This story is by Cecilia Kang, NY Times Technology editor and has been picked-up by the AP, and
has appeared in the Baltimore Sun, Washington Post, Library Journal and Consumer Report.
When we learned there was another area in Topeka that needed Broadband access, we responded
with another location at the Montara Community Center.
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tscpl.org April 17-May 12, 2020
Top Page Views
1.

The Library reopening plan blog

2.

Download ebooks https://tscpl.org/downloads

3.

Say Marry June - You’re a Bride for Life blog

4.

Discuss The Great Gatsby blog

5.

COVID-19 Library Information page
https://tscpl.org/health/covid-19-library-information

6.

Library Services page https://tscpl.org/services

7.

Downloads page https://tscpl.org/about#download-it

8.

Why is Creativity Important in Everyday Life blog

9.

Get at Library Card https://tscpl.org/librarycard

10.

About the Library https://tscpl.org/about
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